4 He m 3 He n clusters formed in a free jet expansion are identified using nondestructive transmission grating diffraction. The observations confirm the existence of more than 11 very tenuous complexes including the three-body halo molecule 4 He 2 3 He and the pseudo-Borromean complex 4 He 2 3 He 2 . Effective cluster formation temperatures, extracted from a sudden freeze model for cluster growth using theoretical binding energies, increase smoothly with cluster size, thereby confirming the calculations with the possible exception of 4 He 2 3 He 2 .
He tetramer [12] . With additional 3 He atoms the clusters with 2 4 He atoms become unstable, but then are stable once again with 8 3 He atoms [9] . The 4 He 4 3 He 2 cluster appears to be the smallest cluster, which has an excited L; S 1; 1 state, reminiscent of the spin-triplet p-state Cooper pairs in superfluid liquid 3 He. In the present experiments mixed clusters are formed in a cryogenic free jet expansion of a mixture of the 4 He and 3 He gases and analyzed for their masses nondestructively with the matter-wave diffraction technique used previously for small 4 He clusters [2, 3] . Compared to the previous experiments the cluster intensities are lower by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude, since the concentration of 4 He had to be reduced to a few percent in order to suppress the formation of the more stable pure 4 He clusters. Despite the low signals of typically less than 1 count=s the existence of both the 4 He 2 3 He and 4 He 2 3 He 2 as well as 9 other larger clusters including 4 He 4 3 He 3 could be confirmed. Furthermore, an analysis of the relative intensities based on a sudden freeze growth model provides qualitative confirmation of the theoretically predicted binding energies with the possible exception of 4 He 2 3 He 2 . The measurements were carried out on an apparatus described in detail in Ref. [13] . The mixture of the commercially purified gases is expanded through a 5-m-diameter orifice at source temperatures T 0 between 3.1 and 6.7 K and pressures P 0 between 0.75 and 4.5 bar. After collimation by two 5 mm high 20 m wide slits located at 23 and 105 cm downstream from the source, the particles are diffracted by a d 100 nm period SiN x transmission grating [13] located at 115 cm from the source. A slit in front of the electron-impact-ionization mass spectrometer detector, located at 140 cm from the grating, provides for an angular resolution of # 70 rad. The cluster ion fragments are measured at either 3 amu (pure 3 He and mixed clusters), 4 and 8 amu (pure 4 He and mixed clusters), or 7 amu (only mixed clusters). Since all the clusters have the same velocities v to within about 1% [3, 14] , the sharp first order diffraction peaks appear at angles # =d hMvd ÿ1 , which are inversely proportional to the integral mass M of the clusters ( and h denote the wavelength and the Planck's constant, respectively). Figure 1 provides an overview of the diffraction patterns obtained using 9%-10% rich 4 He= 3 He mixtures with the mass spectrometer set at mass 3 amu (a), 4 amu (b), and 7 amu (c),(d). Only first order peaks on one side of the symmetric patterns are shown. The diffraction pattern on mass 3 amu [ Fig. 1(a) ] exhibits only a single peak at about ÿ5:7 mrad, which is attributed to 3 He atoms. The 4 He diffraction pattern in (b) measured on mass 4 amu exhibits, in addition to an atom peak at ÿ4:3 mrad, a number of peaks at smaller angles, corresponding to 4 He n clusters identified in (b), as reported earlier for pure 4 He cluster beams [14] .
The mixed clusters stand out more clearly on mass 7 amu in (c) and (d) plotted on an expanded angular scale. Distinct structures can be detected above the background of 0:5 counts=s after measuring times of up to 20 -30 h. In assigning the peaks the signal was fitted with Gaussians of equal width centered at the integer-mass angular positions interpolated from the clearly resolved peaks. According to the bottom abscissa the following mixed clusters can be identified: m; n 2; 1; 3; 1; 4; 1, an unresolved peak consisting of 4; 2 and 5; 1, peaks centered at 6; 1 and 7; 1, and a broad peak centered at about M 37 amu. The lack of evidence for mixed clusters with more than 1 3 He atom, with the possible exception of the 4; 2 cluster, is attributed to the competing formation of the more stable pure 4 He clusters. To compensate for this the 4 He concentration was reduced to 1%. Figure 2 compares a diffraction pattern on 8 amu ( 4 He 2 ) [ Fig. 2 (a)] with three of altogether seven similar measurements on 7 amu. As seen in Fig. 2 (a) the formation of pure 4 He clusters beyond the tetramer is now largely suppressed. The mixed clusters on mass 7 amu in parts (b)-(d) confirm the previous assignments of 2; 1, 3; 1, and 4; 1. In addition, new peaks are seen at 2; 2 in Fig. 2(b) and at 3; 2 in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The 4; 2 peak is greatly enhanced at the expense of the 5; 1 peak. A fit of the next broad peak in Fig. 2(c) suggests contributions from 6; 1, 5; 2, and 4; 3, which is indicated by the crosshatching. A fit of the same region in Fig. 2 (d) confirms these assignments and suggests possibly a small peak between 5; 1 and 4; 3, which may be the metastable 3; 4 cluster (Table I) . 
NB'' and ''MS,'' respectively. The predictions are used to discriminate peaks in cases in which two different (m; n) assignments have the same mass. Thus the peak at mass 19 amu is a 4; 1 and not a 1; 5 cluster since the latter is predicted to be unbound. But the peak at mass 27 amu may be due to either a 6; 1 or a 3; 5 cluster.
Some information on the relative stabilities can be extracted from the relative populations derived from the peak intensities. To predict free jet cluster populations a simple sudden freeze model was used. The model assumes that the cluster mole fractions are in equilibrium with the local temperature up to some point in the early stages of the expansion at which the equilibrium state is frozen in [15] .
To implement the equilibrium model the experimental peak intensities were converted to mole fractions x expt m;n by the following formula [14] :
where the total intensity I tot is assumed to be equal to the predominant 3 He atom peak intensity, and the factor m n corrects for the ionization probability of the cluster 
Xm; n; ; P 0 ; T 0 X j g j m; n exp E j m; n kT SF m; n ;
where is the 4 He mole fraction in the source, M 1 1 amu, g j m; n is the degeneracy of the cluster bound state j with binding energy E j m; n, T SF m; n is the cluster sudden freeze temperature, and k is Boltzmann's constant. Figure 3 shows the sudden freeze temperatures T SF m; n for clusters larger than 2; 1 [17] for the measurements in Figs. 1 and 2 [18] . It is gratifying to find that the temperatures follow, with few exceptions, a smooth trend increasing with the cluster mass. The best fit curves for the 9% and 10% mixtures are only slightly different and those for the three 1% mixtures are almost completely identical. The sudden freeze temperatures increase with cluster size from about 15 up to 180 mK. This is An asterisk indicates an excited state. c All the binding energies are from Ref. [10] or, when not available there, from Ref. [9] . No bound states (NB) and metastable states (MS) were predicted in Ref. [9] . expected since the large number of sequential collision processes needed to produce the large clusters is available only in the early hotter stages of the expansion. The smaller clusters, which require fewer collisions, continue to be in equilibrium farther downstream at lower temperatures.
The smooth progression of the sudden freeze temperatures indicates that most of the binding energies are consistent with the data. The only possible deviations are for 2; 2 in the 1%
3 He mixtures and for 3; 1 in the 9%-10% experiments, where the predicted T SF are too high. Since the 3; 1 cluster falls on the experimental curve in the 1% 3 He mixture, the observed deviation in this case may not be significant.
In summary, nondestructive cluster mass spectroscopy based on matter-wave diffraction has been used to detect a large number of 4 He m 3 He n clusters with up to 8 atoms. An analysis of the relative experimental mole fraction suggests that the calculated binding energies for all clusters with the possible exception of the 4 He 2 3 He 2 are consistent with the measurements. The remarkable correlation between the effective sudden freeze temperatures and the cluster masses provides new support for a sudden freeze model of cluster growth.
In the future it should be possible to investigate the magnetic moments of the mixed clusters by deflecting them in an inhomogeneous Stern-Gerlach -type magnet as recently demonstrated for H 2 clusters [19] . In this experiment, only clusters with nonzero total spin are expected to be deflected.
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